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I want to go Back to Georgia.

CHORUS

Oh, I want to go back to Georgia, Georgia that's my home,

It's the land of the sweet-scented roses, no more I want to roam,

I can hear the steamboats blowing, to the tune of Auld Lang Syne For there's no place like Georgia, my southern home. Oh I home.
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Something Seems to tell Me there'll be Wedding Bells for Me.

1st Verse.
In me you see a single girl, free as the wind that blows
And why I never married well, goodness only knows
I had my fortune told to-day, and all the things she said
She told me I'd be rich someday, and shortly I would wed
I'm ready to fulfill the plan, now all that's lacking is the man.

1st Chorus.
Something seems to tell me there'll be wedding bells for me
Something seems to tell me that soon married I will be
Though I have seen most everything a single girl should see
Something seems to tell me there'll be wedding bells for me.

2nd Verse.
I've never really been in love, I've always had good sense
I've never thought of marriage, but, some say its immense
If hubby he don't treat me right, and my love it should freeze
I'll take a trip to Reno where, divorcée grow on trees.
But I will take the chance and wait, for I believe I've met my fate.

2nd Chorus.
Something seems to tell me there'll be wedding bells for me
Something seems to tell me that soon married I will be
For I've been single long enough as you can plainly see
Something seems to whisper there'll be wedding bells for me.
Respectfully dedicated to my pal Billy (Single) Clifford.
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there'll be
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Moderato.

(Male) In me you see a single man, free as the wind that blows, And
I've never really been in love, I've always had good sense, I've

why I never married, well goodness only knows, I had my fortune told today, and
never thought of marriage, but some say it's immense, If wifey don't treat me right and

all the things she said, She told me I'd be rich some day, and
my love it should freeze, I'll take a trip to Reno where di-
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Shortly I would wed, My head is in an awful whirl, now all that's lacking is the girl.

Vorces grow on trees I'd like a grass widow you see, and have grasshoppers all round me.

Something seems to tell me there'll be wedding bells for me, Something seems to tell me that soon

Though I have seen most ev'ry thing a single man should see. I'm not afraid of green goods and grass widows go for me. I'd

Something seems to tell me there'll be wedding bells for me. If the bells ring out for me.

Something Seems to tell Me...
The Greatest Ballad Ever Written

We'll go back to Erin someday

REFRAIN.

We'll go back to Erin some day, Ma-vour-neen, To the
dear shore where the sod is always green, Where the
ivy clings so tall to the Blarney Castle wall. Come back to Erin, Ma-
vour-neen, Ma-vour-neen. We'll go back to Erin some day, Ma-vour-neen......